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Top Russian official warns of possible
nuclear accident at Zaporizhzhia
LONDON, Nov 21 (Reuters) - The head of Russia’s state-run
atomic energy agency, Rosatom, warned on Monday there was a
risk of a nuclear accident at the Zaporizhzhia nuclear power plant,
Europe’s largest, following renewed shelling over the weekend.
Moscow and Kyiv have traded accusations of shelling the facility
for months since Russian forces took control of it in March, shortly after invading Ukraine. Renewed shelling on Sunday triggered
fresh fears of a possible disaster at the site.
“The plant is at risk of a nuclear accident. We were in negotiations with the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)
all night,” Interfax quoted Rosatom CEO Alexei Likhachev as
saying.
Rosatom has controlled the facility through a subsidiary since
President Vladimir Putin in October ordered Russia to formally
seize the plant and transfer Ukrainian staff to a Russian entity.
Kyiv says the transfer of assets amounts to theft.
Two Estonian citizens arrested in $575 mln cryptocurrency fraud,
money laundering scheme
Ukraine prosecutor says four suspected Russian torture sites
found in Kherson
Turkey summons Swedish envoy over incident in Stockholm sources
In cold Ukraine village, Banksy mural offers warm bath
Ukraine’s Zelenskiy: Nuclear plants need protection from Russian
sabotage
The IAEA has called for the creation of a security zone around the
plant, something Likhachev said would only be possible if it was
approved by the United States.

A view shows the Zaporizhzhia Nuclear Power Plant in the course of Russia-Ukraine conflict outside
Enerhodar in the Zaporizhzhia region, Russian-controlled Ukraine, October 14, 2022. REUTERS/
Alexander Ermochenko

“I think the large distance between Washington and Zaporizhzhia
should not be an argument for the United States to delay the decision on a security zone,” Interfax quoted him as saying.
The Rosatom head also said it appeared Kyiv was willing to “accept” a “small nuclear accident” at the nuclear power station
“This will be a precedent that will forever change the course of
history. Therefore everything must be done so that no one has in
their minds to violate the security of the nuclear power plant,”
TASS quoted him as saying.

A view shows the Zaporizhzhia Nuclear Power Plant in the course of Russia-Ukraine conflict
outside Enerhodar in the Zaporizhzhia region, Russian-controlled Ukraine, October 14, 2022.
REUTERS/Alexander Ermochenko
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The End Of Pelosi’
Pelosi’s Era
THouse Speaker
Nancy Pelosi
announced that she
will not seek a
leadership position in
the new Congress,
making way for a new
generation of leaders
after the Democrats
lost the House
majority in the
midterm election.
After leading the
Democrats for nearly
twenty years, and the
aftermath of the brutal
attack on her
husband last month in
San Francisco, she
will stay in Congress
and continue
representing
California.
She said that,
“Now we must move
boldly into the future.
The hour has come
for a new generation.
”
Pelosi has kept a
divided caucus unified
and passed many
landmark bills,

including the
Affordable Care Act
and the American
Rescue Plan.
Pelosi answered
reporters saying she
won’t endorse
anyone in the race to
succeed her and she
won’t sit on any
committee as a
rank-and -file
lawmaker,
“Becaus
e there
are
things I
want to
do. I like
to dance
and I like
to sing.
There is
life out
there.”
We
believe
Pelosi’
s era will
really be
over
soon.

Editor’s Choice
An air display is pictured ahead
of the Abu Dhabi Grand Prix
race, Yas Marina Circuit, Abu
Dhabi, United Arab Emirates.
REUTERS/Rula Rouhana

A car that crashed into a group of people and ended up in a storefront near
Breitscheidplatz is pictured, in Berlin, Germany J REUTERS/Fabrizio Bensch

U.S. Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen testifies before a Senate Finance Committee hearing on
President Biden’s 2023 budget, on Capitol Hill in Washington. REUTERS/Evelyn Hockstein

A turret of a destroyed armored fighting vehicle is seen in a wheat field, as Russia’s attack on
Ukraine continues, outside the town of Ichnia, in Chernihiv region, Ukraine. REUTERS/Vladyslav Musiienko

A man cools off in a river along
other fellow migrants (not pictured) who take part in a caravan
to cross the country to reach the
U.S. border, in Huixtla, Mexico.
REUTERS/Quetzalli Nicte-Ha

Jon Greene, defense
advisor to Senator Jeanne
Shaheen (D-NH), carries Kodak, the bear, to
decorate the Senator’s
office on Capitol Hill to
raise awareness about New
Hampshire, while intern
Roderck Emley takes calls,
in Washington. REUTERS/
Evelyn Hockstein
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The Next Big COVID
Disaster Could Be Here

2022年11月23日

have logged more than 54,000 deaths.
That’s 93 fatalities per 100,000 people,
a rate that’s much lower than the 175
deaths per 100,000 population the U.S.
has registered, but much higher than
the global average of 38 fatalities per
100,000 people.
Many of the less industrialized African
countries have, so far, managed to avoid
the catastrophic surges in infections that
have driven up death tolls in richer countries. A total of 580,000 Americans have
died of COVID; only 1,600 Nigerians
have died.
But that doesn’t mean COVID isn’t coming for Nigeria and other African countries—it might just mean it hasn’t gotten

Compiled And Edited By John T. Robbins, Southern Daily Editor

against a surge in cases in Nigeria, as well
as in other less developed countries.
But that would require the world’s richer
countries to share lifesaving resources with

their poorer neighbors. And if India’s
tragic example proved anything, it’s that
the world’s vaccine “haves” are in no
hurry to help out the “have-nots” on distant continents.
That said, “African” is not synonymous
with “poor.” The continent is huge and
diverse. Its 54 countries with their 1.2
billion people run the gamut from big
to small, rich to poor, powerful to weak,
democratic to authoritarian.

Likewise, the African countries’ pandemic experiences have varied. South
Africa—one of the richer countries on
the continent—got hit hard last summer,
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breaking out across the world in the
coming weeks and months,” Lawrence
Gostin, a Georgetown University global
health expert, told The Daily Beast. “And
I am most concerned about Africa.”

With India’s dramatic surge in COVID-19
cases continuing to devastate the country,
wary epidemiologists are trying to forecast
where the novel coronavirus will strike
next.
Some experts are casting a wary glance
toward another vast, developing country
that—like India—suffers huge health disparities and uneven access to vaccines: Nigeria.
With 200 million people, it’s the most populous country in West Africa and the seventh
most populous country in the world.
“Nigeria is actually quite vulnerable,” Ngozi Erondui, a senior research fellow at the
Chatham House Center for Global Health
Security in the United Kingdom, told The
Daily Beast. “It has a lot of similarities to
India.”
The world isn’t powerless to stop COVID
from devastating Nigeria the way it’s doing
India. More equitable distribution of vac-
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The Frustrating Reason We’re Flying Blind
on New COVID Variants
India’s COVID surge is ongoing as of this
writing, but the trends are encouraging. The
tening. While every indication is that tens of
thousands more Indians will die before the
surge ends, at least the pandemic isn’t still
getting worse there.

But the novel coronavirus is an opportunist. It looks for densely packed, unprotected
populations. Spreading via aerosols from
one person to the next, it sets up a proverbial laboratory in each body it infects. Every
individual SARS-CoV-2 infection mutates
every two weeks for as long as it’s active,
looking for evolutionary pathways that
might produce a new increasingly transmissible variant.
New variants help the virus spread even
faster in a self-reinforcing cycle that ends

only when strong social-distancing mandates, vaccinations, the antibodies of survivors—or, more likely, a combination of
all three—cut off its transmission pathways. The harder it is to socially-distance,
and the lower the vaccine uptake, the longer the pathogen has to run amok.
It’s no accident SARS-CoV-2 thrived in
India this month. Popular religious festivals drew huge, maskless crowds. Meanwhile, India’s vaccination effort has been
abysmal. The country has fully vaccinated
just 3 percent of its population, compared
to more than 30 percent in the United
States. The global average for full vaccination is slightly more than 3 percent.
Nigeria, with its teeming cities, deep
poverty and ramshackle health system
is, from an epidemiological standpoint,
a lot like India—except worse, in some
aspects. Where India at least has some
domestic vaccine-manufacturers, Nigeria
has none. It must import all of its doses.
That helps to explain why the country has
partially vaccinated just 1 percent of its
population—and fully vaccinated almost
no one. The government in Lagos expects
to receive 84 million vaccine doses from
AstraZeneca and Johnson & Johnson in
coming weeks.
(Article Continues Below)

“I see the crisis in India as a leading indicator of what is to come in other low and
middle-income countries,” Gostin added.
Bear in mind, India—despite its teeming
cities, limited public health measures
and patchwork health care—was relatively lucky until recently. The country
of 1.37 billion counted just 160,000 fatal
cases through March, for a rate of 11 per
100,000.
Then in April, a new and more transmissible variant of the SARS-CoV-2 virus, known to geneticists as “B.1.617,”
spread across the country, driving cases
and deaths through the roof. In a span
of just a couple of weeks, India added
nearly 50,000 deaths. The fatality rate
jumped to 15 per 100,000.

COMMUNITY
But that’s enough to fully vaccians. Vaccinating three-quarters of
the population—the proportion
experts say could result in “herd
immunity” that blocks most transmission
pathways—could take until 2022.
To help Nigeria and other unprotected
countries, the world’s rich countries should
stop hoarding excess doses. More jabs
isn’t a panacea, of course—even a country
with plenty of vaccines can have trouble
administering it.

(Article Continues From Above)

vaccines, in theory allowing any
manufacturer in any country to
produce doses.
But experts are divided on whether suspending patents would result
in more doses reaching the countries
that need it. Meanwhile, many richer

The Next Big COVID Disaster Could Be Here
plus—they’re useless.

But experts are divided on whether
suspending patents would result in more
doses reaching the countries that need
it. Meanwhile, many richer countries
What’s particularly egregious about
the delay in releasing surplus vaccines

But while logistics, as well as hesitancy
among wary citizens, could slow inocuslow it.
“The only way to know for sure how well
Nigeria will administer vaccines is to ship
it. Once they have a larger supply of doses,
then we can see how things like distribution and hesitancy are impacting their
vaccination campaign,” Shaun Truelove,
an epidemiologist at the Johns Hopkins
Bloomberg School of Public Health, told
The Daily Beast.
Global supply isn’t the biggest problem.
The U.S. alone, a country with multiple
competing vaccine-producers, is sitting on
a stockpile of more than 60 million unused
doses even as more vials arrive from
factories and the vaccine-uptake rate ticks
downward, especially among Republicans.
It wasn’t until weeks into India’s ongoing
COVID surge that the administration of
President Joe Biden promised to ship some
of its extra vaccines to the country. The
spare jabs, from AstraZeneca, aren’t even
authorized for use in the United States.
To Americans, those doses aren’t just sur-

ing COVID surge that
the administration of
President Joe Biden promised to ship some
of its extra vaccines to the country. The
spare jabs, from AstraZeneca, aren’t even
authorized for use in the United States.
To Americans, those doses aren’t just surplus—they’re useless.
What’s particularly egregious about the
delay in releasing surplus vaccines is that
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problem a year ago. Last spring, the
U.N.’s World Health Organization,
along with several international public-private partnerships, worked together
to set up the COVID-19 Vaccines Global
Access initiative, or COVAX.
The idea was for rich countries to pay
for vaccines for poor countries. COVAX’s goal was to deliver 100 million
doses by March. It actually delivered
fewer than 40 million. “This has set
Nigeria and many countries up to fail,”
Erondu said.
The United States is part of the problem.
The Trump administration refused to
ophy. The Trump White House either
didn’t understand—or didn’t care—that
vaccinating poor countries helps protect
rich countries, too. Viruses don’t respect
borders, after all.
The Biden White House reversed the
decision back in February. The administration pledged $4 billion in cash,
making the U.S. COVAX’s biggest
parallel move, Biden signalled support
for a controversial proposal for the
World Trade Organization to suspend
patent protections for COVID vaccines,
in theory allowing any manufacturer in
any country to produce doses.

pledges, piling delay on delay as the
novel coronavirus targets one unprotected population after another.
To help Nigeria and other unprotected
countries, the world’s rich countries
should stop hoarding excess doses.
More jabs isn’t a panacea, of course—
even a country with plenty of vaccines
can have trouble administering it. But
while logistics, as well as hesitancy
among wary citizens, could slow inocwill slow it.
“The only way to know for sure how
well Nigeria will administer vaccines
is to ship it. Once they have a larger
supply of doses, then we can see how
things like distribution and hesitancy are
impacting their vaccination campaign,”
Shaun Truelove, an epidemiologist at
the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of
Public Health, told The Daily Beast.
Global supply isn’t the biggest problem.
The U.S. alone, a country with multiple
competing vaccine-producers, is sitting
on a stockpile of more than 60 million
unused doses even as more vials arrive
from factories and the vaccine-uptake
rate ticks downward, especially among
Republicans.

It wasn’t until weeks into India’s ongo-

a year ago. Last spring, the U.N.’s World
Health Organization, along with several
international public-private partnerships,
worked together to set up the COVID-19
Vaccines Global Access initiative, or
COVAX.
The idea was for rich countries to pay for
vaccines for poor countries. COVAX’s goal
was to deliver 100 million doses by March.
It actually delivered fewer than 40 million.
“This has set Nigeria and many countries
up to fail,” Erondu said.
The United States is part of the problem.
The Trump administration refused to sign

Trump White House either didn’t understand—or didn’t care—that vaccinating
poor countries helps protect rich countries,
too.
Viruses don’t respect borders, after all.

The Biden White House reversed the
decision back in February. The administration pledged $4 billion in cash, makdonor, albeit belatedly. In a parallel move,
Biden signalled support for a controversial
proposal for the World Trade Organization
to suspend patent protections for COVID

COVAX pledges, piling delay on delay as
the novel coronavirus targets one unprotected population after another.

Nigeria is ripe for infection. But the West
African country doesn’t have to suffer the
same fate as India. Vaccines are available.
Mechanisms exist to get it to countries
that need it most. What’s lacking is a
sense of urgency in the countries that
have more than enough, and don’t seem
to appreciate the importance of sharing it.
(Courtesy https://news.yahoo.com)

